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X%]1tv1km� c7� pJ1� c]1�yNTT� m1kv1� pc� t]X%mR� pJ1� cpJ1k���^�.1Xc,k%,N1m� pM�vN,1m�c7�pJ1�X%HNmpk%p1�%k1�O]�H1]1k%T�yJcUT~�h1kmc]%T�pc�JOX�� �� 2
�tp�ht)TN,�X1]�t].1k�pJ1�Hcv1k]X1]p�c7�%kNmpc,k%,~�K%v1�%�,T%mm�N]p1k�

yJO,J�� N7� Np� Nm� mcX1pOX1m� N]p1kXN]HT1.�yNpJ�pJ%p� c7� pJ1�Y%PckNp��� cE1]��
X%N]m� .NmpO],p� DcX� Op	� J%p� N]p1k1mp� CkXm� %� ,cXXc]� %].� T%mpN]H� *����
%Xc]H�pJ1X�Op�N]xNp1m�pJ1X�pc�t]Np1�%].�pc�,cX)N]1�pJ1Ok�1@ckpm�pcy&k/�
Hc%T�pJ%p�Nm�]cp�%Ty'~m�pJ1�J%hhN]1mm�c7�pJ1�Hk1%p1mp�]tX)1k��Np�]cp�c]T~�*O_�
pJcm1�yJc�Hcv1k]�yNpJ�c]1� %]cpJ1k� Np� %Tmc� t]Op1m� pJ1X� pc� %�,c]mO.1k&*T�
hckpNc]� c7� pJ1� Hcv1k]1.� Ck�X%]~� ,OpO�1]m�� yOpJctp� )1N^H� v1mp1.�yNpJ�&a

1
hcmp��X%R1�th�%�h%kp�c7�pJ1�%kNmpc,k%,~	� �
 J1�%kNmpc,k%pN,�X%HNmpk%p1�pJ1k1Ck1�1],ct]p1km�,c]mp%^p�mthhckp�N]�md-O�

1p~�%p�pJ1�m%X1�pNX1� pJ%p�J1�B].m�Np�N]�pJ1�Hcv1k]X1]p��
 J1�,cXXc]�c)P1,p�pJ%p�t]Op1m�pJ1�X%HNmpk%p1m�N]�%kNmqc,k%,O1m�pc�pJ1�O_�

p1k1mp� c7� %� h%kp� c7� pJ1Nk� ,c]p1Xhck%kN1m� %Tmc� N.1]pOB1m� qJ1X� %].� mt*Q1-pm
pJ1X��mc�pc�mh1%R��pc�pJ%p�c7�Gptk1�k%,1m�� J1~� yckR�Ck�pL1�Gptk1�%m�y1UU�&o
Ck�pJ1�hk1m1]p�� J1� %kNmpc,k%pN,�X%HNmpk%p1�Om�pJ1k1Ck1� htmJ1.�pcy%k.� pM��
m%X1�hcN]p�%TU�%p�c],1� )~� pJ1�h%mmNc]m�c7� pJ1� Hcv1k^1.��+~�JNm�cy]�� &_0��
,ctT.�%VYcmp�m%~�)~�pJ1�h%mmOc]m�c7�JNm�hcmp1kNq~	�
�cy�)1� mtkhkNm1.�N7� J1�.c1m�]cp�k1mNmp���]1�cF1]�%Ume�m11m� pJ1�mhNkOp�d9

,T%mm�O]�%kNmpc,k%,O1m�,%kk~�%Tc]H�1v1]�pJcm1�Np�.c1m�]cp�,ckkthp�%].��UOppT1�*��
TOppT1�yNpJctp�pJ1Nk�R]cyN]H�Np��X%R3�pJ1X�%,,cXXc.%p1�sJ1�mc,N1p~�pc�pM�O��
tm1�%].�hk1h%k1�Op�Ck�pJ1Nk�.1m,1].%]pm	�
��.c�]cp�Rbcy�N7�%]�%kNmpc,k%,~� %m�TN*1k%T� %m�pJ%p�c7��]HT%].�J%m�1v6k�1{�

Omp1.��yJN,J�yNpJctp�O]p1kkthpOc]�J%m�Gk]NmJ1.�X1]�%m�yfkpJ~�%].�1]TNHMp�
1]1.�pc�pJ1�Hcv1k]X1]p�c7�pJ1�,ct]pk~��
�p�Nm��Jcy1v1l��1%m~�pc�k1,cH]N�1�pJ%p�N]��]HTNmJ�T1HOmT%pNf]�pJ1�Hcc.�c7� pM��

hcck�J%m�N^�pJ1�1].�cF1]�)11]�m%,kNB,1.�pc�pJ%p�c7�pJ1�kN,L��%].�pJ1�kNHJpm�d8
pJ1�Hk1%p1mp�]tX)1k�pc�pJ1�hkNvNT1H1m�c7�mcX1��pJtm��]HT%].�N]�ctk�.%~�t]Op1o�
yOpJN]�Opm1T7�%TT�pJ1�Xcmp�1|pk1X1�Ckpt]1m��%].�c]1�X11pm�yOpJ�XOm1kN1m�pJ1k1�
pJ%p�%TXcmp�1jt%T�Npm�hcy1k�%].�HTck���
�]�pJ1�"]Op1.��p%p1m��yJ1k1�ht)TO,�cA,N%Tm�J%v1�]c�,V%nm�N]p1k1mp�pc�X(4

hk1v%NT�� pJ1�H1]1k%T� %].�,c^pN]tctm�,ctkm1�c7�Hcv1k]X1^p�Nm�)1]1B,1]p�&T�
pJctHJ�pJcm1�yJc�Hcv1k]�%k1�cF1]�t]mRNTTGT�%].�mcX1pNZ1m�,c]p1XhpO*U1��
 J1k1� Om�� pJ1k1Ck1�� %p� pJ1� )%m1�c7� .1Xc,k%pN,�N]mpNptpNe]m��%�JN..1]�p1_�

.1],~� pJ%p� cF1]� X%R1m� X1]� ,cch1k%p1�Ck� pJ1� H1]1k%T� hkcmh1kNp~� .1miOp1�
pJ1Nk�vN,1m�ck�1kkckm��yJ1k1%m�O]�%kNmpc,k%pN,�N]mpNptpNc]m�%�m1,k1p�N],TN]%pNd_
Nm�mcX1pNX1m�.Nm,cv1k1.�pJ%p��.1mhNp1�p%T1]pm�%].�vNkpt1m��)kN]Hm�pJ1X�pc�,d_�
pkN)tp1�pc�pJ1�XOm1kN1m�c7� pJcm1�TNR3�pJ1X	� Jtm�Op�,%]�J%hh1]�pJ%p�N]�%kOmrd�
,k%pO,�Hcv1k]X1]pm�ht)TO,�X1]�.c�1vNT�yNpJctp�y&]pN]H�pg��%].�N]�.1Xc-k&�
,N1m�pJ1~�hkc.t,1�Hcc.�yOpJctp�J%vO]H�%]~�pJctHJp�c7�.cO]H�mc�
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!J1k1� 1}Nmpm� %� Tcv1� c7�]%pNv1� ,ct]pk~� pJ%p�J%m� Opm� mctk,1�hkN],Nh%UT~� O]� pJ1
u`k1;W1,pNv1��.NmO]p1k1mp1.��%].�N].1B]%)T1�m1]pNX1]p�pJ%p�)O].m�pJ1�J1%kp�c7
pJ1�[%]�pc�pJ1�hT%,1�yJ1k1�pJ1�X%]�y%m�)ck]�� JNm�N]mpO],pOv1�Tcv1�N]p1kXN]�
IT1m�yNpJ�pJ1�p%mp1�Ck�cT.�,tmpcXm��yNpJ�k1mh1,p�Ck� %],1mpckm�%].�X1Xck~
d9� pJ1� h%mp� pJcm1�yJc� 711T� Op�,J1kOmJ�pJ1Nk�,ct]pk~� %m�c]1� Tcv1m� %�h%p1k]%T
Md[1	� J1~�Ucv1�pJ1�pk%]jtNTTNp~�pJ1~�1]Pc~�pJ1~�JcT.�pc�pJ1�h1&,1GT�J%)Opm
pM1~�J%v1�,c]pk%,p1.�pJ1k1�pJ1~�%k1�%pp%,J1.�pc�pJ1�X1XckN1m�Np�hk1m1]pm�pc
pM1[��%].� 1v1]�B].�mcX1� my11p]1mm� O]� TNvN]H� pJ1k1� c)1.N1]pU�
� �F1]� pJ%p
�dw1�c7�]%pNv1�,ct]pk~�Nm�GkpJ1k�1|%Tp1.�)~�k1TNHNctm��1%T��%].�pJ1]�c]1�m11m
ikd.NHN1m�.c]1���p�Om�%�mckp�c7�k1TNHNc]�Npm1T:� Np�.c1m�]cp�k1%mc]�� Op�)1TN1v1m�
Op�911Um�� Np�%,pm���1chT1m�J%v1�)11]�1],ct]p1k1.�yJc�J%v1��N]�mcX1�>mJNc]�
i1kmc]OB1.�pJ1�]%pOv1�,ct]pk~�%].�J%v1�,%tHJp�%�HUOXhm1�c7�Op�O]�pJ1�hkO],1�
!M1~�J%v1� pJ1k1Ck1� ,%kkN1.� cv1k� pc�JNX�%� h%kp� c7�pJ1�m1]pNX1]p�c7� yJN,J
i&pkNcpNmX�Nm� ,cXhcm1.� pJ1~�J%v1� *1,cX1�J%tHJp~� yOpJ�JNm� pkNtXhJm�%].
M&w1�p%R1]�hkN.1�N]�JNm�hcy1k	� J1k1�y%m�%�pNX1��t^.1k�pJ1�CkX1k�Xc]%k,J~�
zM1_� pJ1��k1],J� 1|h1kN1],1.� %� mckp� c7� Pc~� O]�?1TN]H� pJ1Xm1Tv1m� .1TNv1k1.
zOpJctp�k1,ctkm1�pc�pJ1�%k)Opk%kN]1mm� c7� pJ5�Xc]%k,J��%].�pJ1~�tm1.�pc�m%~
M&tHJpNT~���#1�TNv1�t].1k�pJ1�Xcmp�hcy1kGT�RO]H�N]�pJ1�yckT.	��
�NR1�%TT� t]k1<T1,pNv1� h%mmNc]m�� pJNm� Tcv1� c7� ,ct]pk~� htmJ1m�c]1�pc� Hk1%p�

=W11pN]H�1@ckpm� k%pJ1k� pJ%]� pc�,c]pN]tOp~� c7� 1@ckpm���F1k� J%vN]H�m'v1.� pJ1
mp&p1�N]�%�pNX1�c7�,kNmNm��Op�cF1]�%TTcym�Np�pc�.1,UN]1�N]�pJ1�XN.mp�c7�h1%,1	�
$J1]� h1chT1m� %k1� mpOTT� mOXhT1� N]� pJ1Nk� Xck1m� %].� BkX� O]� pJ1Ok� )1TN17m

zJ1]�mc,N1s~�k1mpm�H1]pT~�c]�%]�cT.�ck.1k�c7� pJO]Hm�yJcm1�T1HOpNX%,~�Nm�]cp
-d]p1mp1.��c]1�m11m�pJNm�O]mpN],pNv1�Tcv1�c7�]%pNv1�,ct]pk~�k1OH]��
 J1k1�Om� %]cpJ1k�Xck1� k%pNc]%T� pJ%]�pJ%p�c]1� T1mm� H1]1kctm�� T1mm� %k.1]p

i1kJ%hm��)tp�Xck1�DtNpGT�%].�Xck1�T%mpN]H� pJNm�c]1�Om�)ck]�c7�1]UOHJp1]�
\1_p� Np� .1v1Tchm�yNpJ�pJ1�%N.�c7�T%ym�� Op�Hkcym�yNpJ�pJ1�1|1k,Nm1�c7� kOHJpm�
&_0�N]�pJ1�1].�Np�O]p1kXN]HT1m�N]�%�y%��yNpJ�h1kmc]%T�N]p1k1mp	���X%]�t].1k�
mp&].m� pJ1�N]<Vt1],1�pJ%p� pJ1�y1TT�)1O]H�c7�pJ1�,ct]pk~�J%m�c]�JOm�cy]� J1
S_cym�pJ%p�pJ1�T%y�h1kXOpm�JNX�pc�,c]pkN)tp1�pc�hkc.t,O]H�pJOm�y1TT�)1N]H�
&_.�J1� N]p1k1mpm�JOXm1T7� N^� pJ1� hkcmh1kNp~� c7�JOm� ,ct]pk~� %p�Bkmp�%m� %� pJN]H
pM%p�Nm�tm1GT�pc�JNX��%].�%F1ky%k.m�%m�JNm�cy]�yckR��
�tp�mcX1pNX1m�%�XcX1]p�%kkNv1m�O]�pJ1�TNv1m�c7�h1chT1m�yJ1]�cT.�,tmpcXm

&k1�,J%]H1.��Xck1m�.1mpkc~1.��)1TN17m�mJ%R1]��pJ1�hk1mpNH1�c7�X1XckO1m�>.1.
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'f&l�x'Q-xfB/Q�xBVf/d/]�x /QMFAB`/QN/Q`x ]/N'FQ^xFQ,VNZM/`/x'Q-xZVMF`F,'Mx
]FAB`^x']/x+'-Mmx̂ /,b]/-xV]x ]/^`]F,`/-	x"B/QxN/QxQVxMVQA/]xZ/],/Fd/x`B/xQ'`Fd/x
,VbQ`]mx/j,/Z`xFQx 'xf/'Kx'Q-x-Vb+`@Mx MFAB`�x `B/mxQVxMVQA/]xZM',/xF`xFQx`B/x
^VFM�xfBF,BxB'^x+/,VN/x'xMF3/M/^^xM'Q-xFQx `B/F]x/m/^�xQV]xFQx`B/xb^'A/^xV3x`B/F]x
'Q,/^`V]^�xfBF,Bx`B/mxB'd/x+//Qx̀ 'bAB`x̀ Vx]/A']-x'^x'xmVK/�xQV]xFQx`B/x]/MFAFXRx
fBF,Bx`B/mx-Vb+`�xQV]xFQx`B/x M'f^x `B/mx-Vx QV`xN'K/�x QV]x FQx `B/x M/AF^M'`X]x
fBVNx `B/mx 3/']x 'Q-x ^,V]Q�x"B/mx `B/]/=]/x ^//x F`xQVfB/]/�x QVxNV]/xfF̀ Bx
F̀ x̂ VfQx 3/'`b]/^x`B'QxfG`Bx'Qmx V`B/]�x 'Q-x `B/mxfF`B-]'fxFQ`Vx'xQ']]Vfx'R.x
bQ/QMFAB`/Q/-x^/M;^BQ/^^�x"B/^/xN/Qx/^,'Z/xZ]/Jb-F,/^xfF`BVb`x]/,VAQFsFRAx
`B/x/NZF]/xV3x]/'^VQ�x`B/mxB'd/xQ/F`B/]x`B/xFQ^`FQ,`Fd/xZ'`]FV`F^NxV3x`B/xNXRv
'],BmxQV]x`B/x]/</,`Fd/xZ'`]FV`F^NxV3x`B/x]/Zb+MF,�x+b`x`B/mxB'd/x,VN/x`Vx'x
^`VZx+/`f//Qx`B/x`fW�xFQx`B/xNF-^`xV3x,VQ@^FVQx'Q-xNF^/]F/^	x
$B'`xF^xVQ/x̀ Vx-VxFQx^b,Bx'x̂ `'`/�x /`]/'`	x�b`xZ/VZM/^xQVxNV]/x,VN/x+',Lx

`Vx`B/x^/Q`FN/Q`^xV3x`B/F]xmVb`Bx`B'Qx-VxN/Qx`Vx`B/xFQQV,/Q`x`'^`/^xV3x`B/F]x
;]^`xm/']^�x`B/mx,'Qx]/A]/`x`B/N�x+b`xQV`xN'K/x`B/Nx]/dFd/	x�Q/xNb^`x`B/]/t
=]/xAVx@]`B/]x'B/'-x'Q.xB'^`/Qx`VxbQF`/xFQx`B/x/m/^xV3x`B/xZ/VZM/xFQ-FdF-b'Mx
FQ`/]/^`x `Vx `B/x FQ`/]/^`xV3x `B/x ,VbQ`]o�x=]x-F^FQ`/]/^`/-xMVd/xV3xVQ/�^xQ'`Fex
,VbQ`]mxF^x<//FQAx'i'mxfF`BVb`x]/`b]Q
x
�x'Nx^b]/Mmx8]x?VNx,M'FNFQAx`B'`�x `Vx ']]Fd/x'`x`BF^x]/^bM`�xVQ/xVbAB`x `Xx

',,V]-x `B/x /j/],F^/x V3x ZVMF`F,'Mx ]FAB`^x `Vx 'MMxN/Qx'MMx'`xVQ,/�x +b`x�x ^'nx����
`B/xNV^`xZVf/]7cMxN/'Q^�x'Q-xZ/]B'Z^x `B/xVQMmxVQ/x`B'`x]/N'FQ^x`Vxb �̂x X3x
FQ`/]/^`FQAxN/QxFQx`B/x8`/xV3x`B/F]xQ'`Fd/x,VbQ`]mxF^x`VxN'K0x`B/NxZ']`F,FZ'`/x
FQxF`^x AVd/]QN/Q`�x�Qx Vb]x -(m�x `B/x ^ZF]F`xV3x `B/x ,F`mx ^//N^x`VxN/xFQ^/Z']'+M/x
?VNx`B/x /j/],F^/xV3xZVMF`F,'Mx]FAB`^�x 'Q-x�x`BFQKx`B'`x?VNxQVfx VQxVQ/xgFMMx
^//x`B/xQbN+/]xV3x ,F`Fs/Q^x FQx�b]VZ/x FQ,]/'^/xV]x-FNFQF^BxFQxZ]VZV]`FVQx`Xx
`B/x/j`/Q^FVQxV3x`B/^/x]FAB`^	x
�VfxF^xF`x`B'`xFQx`B/x#QF`/-x!`'`/^�xfB/]/x̀ B/xFQB'+G`'Q`^x']]Fd/-xm/^`/].'nx

VQx`B/x^VFMx`B/mxV,,bZo�xfB/]/x `B/mxB'd/x+]VbAB`x Q/F`B/]xb^'A/^xQV]xN/OXu
]F/^�xfB/]/x`B/mxN//`x=]x`B/x;]^`x `GN/xfF`BVb`x KQVfFQAx/',BxV`B/]�xfB/]/�x
`Vx^'mx F̀ x FQx'xfV]-�x `B/x FQ^`FQ,`xV3x `B/xQ'`Fd/x,VbQ`]mx,'Qx^,'],/Mmx/jF^`�xDXgx
F^xF`x`B'`x/',BxF^xFQ`/]/^`/-xFQx`B/x':'F]^xV3xBF^x`VfQ^BFZ�xV3xBF^x-F^`]F,`�x'S.x
V3x`B/x^`'`/x'^x'xfBVM/x'^xFQxBF^xVfQ�x�`xF^x`B'`x/',B�x FQxBG^x^ZB/]/�x`'K0^x'Sx
',`Fd/xZ']`xFQx`B/xAVd/]QN/Q`xV3x^V,F/`m	x
�Qx`B/x#QG`/-x!`'`/^�x`B/xN'QxV3x`B/xZ/VZM/xbQ-/]^`'Q-^x`B/xFQ6Mb/Q,/x�����

A/Q/]'Mx Z]V^Z/]F`mx /j/]`^x VQx BF^x B'ZZFQ/^^��'Qx F-/'x ^Vx ^FNZM/x 'Q-xm/`x _Xx
MF``M/xKQVfQx+mx̀ B/xZ/VZM/	x�b]`B/]NV]/�xB/xF^x',,b^`VN/-x`Vx]/A'].FQAx`DF_x
Z]V^Z/]F`mx'^xBF^xVfQxfV]K	x�/x`B/]/=]/x^//^xFQx`B/xZb+MF,x=]`bQ/xBF^xXgS�x
'Q-xB/xfV]K^x=]x`B/xAVV-xV3x`B/x^`'`/xQV`xVQMmxVb`xV3x-b`mxV]xVb`xV3xZ]F.2�x
+b`x�xfVbM-x'MNV^`x-']/x^'mxVb`xV3x,bZF-F`m	x

�Q/x-V/^x QV`x Q//-x `Vx ^`b-mx `B/x FQ^`F`b`FVQ^x 'Q-x BF^`V]mx V3x�N/]Fx
`VxKQVfx `B/x `]b`BxV3x fB'`x Z]/,/-/^�xNV]/^x '-d/]`F^/xF`x/QVbABx`VxmVb	x
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�/]F,'Q�x `'KIQAx Z']`x FQx 'MMx `B'`x G^x-VQ/x FQx`BF^x ,VbQ`]m�x +/MF/d/^xBFN^/M3x
FS`/]/^`/-xFQx-/3/Q-FQAx'MMx`B'`xF^x,]F`F,Fs/-x`B/]/�x=]xQV`xVQMmxG^xBF^x,VbQ`]mx
`D/Qx'``',K/-�xB/xBFN^/M3xF^x`Bb^xVQ/x^//^xBF^xQ'`FVQ'MxZ]F-/xB'd1x]/,Vb]^/x̀ Vx
*MMx`B/x']`F;,/^x'Q-x-/^,/Q-x`Vx'MMx`B/xZb/]FMF`F/^xV3xFQ-FdF-b'Mxd'QF`r
x
"B/]/x F^x QV`BFQAxNV]/x'QQVmFQAx FQx `B/xB'+F`^x V3x MF9x `B'Qx`BF^xF]]F`'+M/x
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On American Independence

Samuel Adams (1722–1803)

(1776)

Born in 1722, died in 1803; Delegate to the First Continental Congress in 1774; Signer of the
Declaration of Independence in 1776; Member of the Massachusetts Convention ratifying the
Constitution in 1788, Governor of Massachusetts in 1794.

OUR 1 forefathers, ’tis said, consented to be subject to the laws of Great Britain. I will
not at the present time dispute it, nor mark out the limits and conditions of their
submission; but will it be denied that they contracted to pay obedience and to be under
the control of Great Britain because it appeared to them most beneficial in their then
present circumstances and situations? We, my countrymen, have the same right to consult
and provide for our happiness which they had to promote theirs. If they had a view to
posterity in their contracts, it must have been to advance the felicity of their descendants.
If they erred in their expectations and prospects, we can never be condemned for a
conduct which they would have recommended had they foreseen our present condition.

  1

  Ye darkeners of counsel, who would make the property, lives, and religion of millions
depend on the evasive interpretations of musty parchments; who would send us to
antiquated charters of uncertain and contradictory meaning, to prove that the present
generation are not bound to be victims to cruel and unforgiving despotism,—tell us
whether our pious and generous ancestors bequeathed to us the miserable privilege of
having the rewards of our honesty, industry, the fruits of those fields which they
purchased and bled for, wrested from us at the will of men over whom we have no check.
Did they contract for us that, with folded arms, we should expect that justice and mercy
from brutal and inflamed invaders which have been denied to our supplications at the
foot of the throne? Were we to hear our character as a people ridiculed with indifference?
Did they promise for us that our meekness and patience should be insulted, our coasts
harassed, our towns demolished and plundered, and our wives and offspring exposed to
nakedness, hunger, and death, without our feeling the resentment of men, and exerting
those powers of self-preservation which God has given us?

  2

  No man had once a greater veneration for Englishmen than I entertained. They were
dear to me as branches of the same parental trunk, and partakers of the same religion and
laws; I still view with respect the remains of the Constitution as I would a lifeless body

  3
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which had once been animated by a great and heroic soul. But when I am aroused by the
din of arms; when I behold legions of foreign assassins paid by Englishmen to imbrue
their hands in our blood; when I tread over the uncoffined bodies of my countrymen,
neighbors, and friends; when I see the locks of a venerable father torn by savage hands,
and a feeble mother, clasping her infants to her bosom, and on her knees imploring their
lives from her own slaves, whom Englishmen have allured to treachery and murder;
when I behold my country, once the seat of industry, peace, and plenty, changed by
Englishmen to a theater of blood and misery, Heaven forgive me if I can not root out
those passions which it has implanted in my bosom, and detest submission to a people
who have either ceased to be human, or have not virtue enough to feel their own
wretchedness and servitude!
  Men who content themselves with the semblance of truth, and a display of words talk
much of our obligations to Great Britain for protection. Had she a single eye to our
advantage? A nation of shopkeepers 2 are very seldom so interested. Let us not be so
amused with words! the extension of her commerce was her object. When she defended
our coasts, she fought for her customers, and convoyed our ships loaded with wealth,
which we had acquired for her by our industry. She has treated us as beasts of burden,
whom the lordly masters cherish that they may carry a greater load. Let us inquire also
against whom she has protected us? Against her own enemies with whom we had no
quarrel, or only on her account, and against whom we always readily exerted our wealth
and strength when they were required. Were these Colonies backward in giving
assistance to Great Britain, when they were called upon in 1739 to aid the expedition
against Cartagena? They at that time sent three thousand men to join the British army,
altho the war commenced without their consent.

  4

  But the last war, ’tis said, was purely American. This is a vulgar error, which, like many
others, has gained credit by being confidently repeated. The dispute between the courts
of Great Britain and France related to the limits of Canada and Nova Scotia. The
controverted territory was not claimed by any in the Colonies, but by the crown of Great
Britain. It was therefore their own quarrel. The infringement of a right which England
had, by the treaty of Utrecht, of trading in the Indian country of Ohio, was another cause
of the war. The French seized large quantities of British manufactures and took
possession of a fort which a company of British merchants and factors had erected for the
security of their commerce. The war was therefore waged in defense of lands claimed by
the Crown, and for the protection of British property. The French at that time had no
quarrel with America, and, as appears by letters sent from their commander-in-chief to
some of the Colonies, wished to remain in peace with us.

  5

  The part, therefore, which we then took, and the miseries to which we exposed
ourselves ought to be charged to our affection to Britain. These Colonies granted more
than their proportion to the support of the war. They raised, clothed, and maintained
nearly twenty-five thousand men, and so sensible were the people of England of our
great exertions that a message was annually sent to the House of Commons purporting
“that his majesty, being highly satisfied with the zeal and vigor with which his faithful
subjects in North America had exerted themselves in defense of his majesty’s just rights
and possessions, recommends it to the House to take the same into consideration and
enable him to give them a proper compensation.”

  6

  But what purpose can arguments of this kind answer? Did the protection we received
annul our rights as men, and lay us under an obligation of being miserable?

  7

  Who among you, my countrymen, that is a father, would claim authority to make your
child a slave because you had nourished him in infancy?

  8

  ’Tis a strange species of generosity which requires a return infinitely more valuable than
anything it could have bestowed; that demands as a reward for a defense of our property
a surrender of those inestimable privileges to the arbitrary will of vindictive tyrants,
which alone give value to that very property.

  9

  Courage, then, my countrymen; our contest is not only whether we ourselves shall be   10
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free, but whether there shall be left to mankind an asylum on earth for civil and religious
liberty. Dismissing, therefore, the justice of our cause as incontestable, the only question
is, What is best for us to pursue in our present circumstances?
  The doctrine of dependence on Great Britain is, I believe, generally exploded; but as I
would attend to the honest weakness of the simplest of men, you will pardon me if I offer
a few words on that subject.

  11

  We are now on this continent, to the astonishment of the world, three millions of souls
united in one cause. We have large armies, well disciplined and appointed, with
commanders inferior to none in military skill, and superior in activity and zeal. We are
furnished with arsenals and stores beyond our most sanguine expectations, and foreign
nations are waiting to crown our success by their alliances. There are instances of, I
would say, an almost astonishing providence in our favor; our success has staggered our
enemies, and almost given faith to infidels; so we may truly say it is not our own arm
which has saved us.

  12

  The hand of Heaven appears to have led us on to be, perhaps, humble instruments and
means in the great providential dispensation which is completing. We have fled from the
political Sodom; let us not look back lest we perish and become a monument of infamy
and derision to the world. For can we ever expect more unanimity and a better
preparation for defense; more infatuation of counsel among our enemies, and more valor
and zeal among ourselves? The same force and resistance which are sufficient to procure
us our liberties will secure us a glorious independence and support us in the dignity of
free imperial States. We can not suppose that our opposition has made a corrupt and
dissipated nation more friendly to America, or created in them a greater respect for the
rights of mankind. We can therefore expect a restoration and establishment of our
privileges, and a compensation for the injuries we have received from their want of
power, from their fears, and not from their virtues. The unanimity and valor which will
effect an honorable peace can render a future contest for our liberties unnecessary. He
who has strength to chain down the wolf is a madman if he let him loose without drawing
his teeth and paring his nails.

  13

  From the day on which an accommodation takes place between England and America,
on any other terms than as independent States, I shall date the ruin of this country. A
politic minister will study to lull us into security by granting us the full extent of our
petitions. The warm sunshine of influence would melt down the virtue which the
violence of the storm rendered more firm and unyielding. In a state of tranquillity,
wealth, and luxury, our descendants would forget the arts of war and the noble activity
and zeal which made their ancestors invincible. Every art of corruption would be
employed to loosen the bond of union which renders our resistance formidable. When the
spirit of liberty, which now animates our hearts and gives success to our arms, is extinct,
our numbers will accelerate our ruin and render us easier victims to tyranny. Ye
abandoned minions of an infatuated ministry, if peradventure any should yet remain
among us, remember that a Warren and Montgomery are numbered among the dead.
Contemplate the mangled bodies of your countrymen, and then say, What should be the
reward of such sacrifices? Bid us and our posterity bow the knee, supplicate the
friendship, and plow, and sow, and reap, to glut the avarice of the men who have let loose
on us the dogs of war to riot in our blood and hunt us from the face of the earth? If ye
love wealth better than liberty, the tranquillity of servitude than the animating contest of
freedom—go from us in peace. We ask not your counsels or arms. Crouch down and lick
the hands which feed you. May your chains sit lightly upon you, and may posterity forget
that ye were our countrymen!

  14

  To unite the supremacy of Great Britain and the liberty of America is utterly impossible.
So vast a continent and of such a distance from the seat of empire will every day grow
more unmanageable. The motion of so unwieldy a body can not be directed with any
despatch and uniformity without committing to the Parliament of Great Britain powers
inconsistent with our freedom. The authority and force which would be absolutely

  15
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necessary for the preservation of the peace and good order of this continent would put all
our valuable rights within the reach of that nation.
  As the administration of government requires firmer and more numerous supports in
proportion to its extent, the burdens imposed on us would be excessive, and we should
have the melancholy prospect of their increasing on our posterity. The scale of officers,
from the rapacious and needy commissioner to the haughty governor, and from the
governor, with his hungry train, to perhaps a licentious and prodigal viceroy, must be
upheld by you and your children. The fleets and armies which will be employed to
silence your murmurs and complaints must be supported by the fruits of your industry.

  16

  Britain is now, I will suppose, the seat of liberty and virtue, and its legislature consists
of a body of able and independent men who govern with wisdom and justice. The time
may come when all will be reversed; when its excellent constitution of government will
be subverted; when, pressed by debts and taxes, it will be greedy to draw to itself an
increase of revenue from every distant province in order to ease its own burdens; when
the influence of the crown, strengthened by luxury and a universal profligacy of manners,
will have tainted every heart, broken down every fence of liberty and rendered us a
nation of tame and contented vassals; when a general election will be nothing but a
general auction of boroughs, and when the Parliament, the grand council of the nation,
and once the faithful guardian of the State, and a terror to evil ministers, will be
degenerated into a body if sycophants, dependent and venal, always ready to confirm any
measures, and little more than a public court for registering royal edicts.

  17

  Such, it is possible, may some time or other be the state of Great Britain. What will, at
that period, be the duty of the Colonies? Will they be still bound to unconditional
submission? Must they always continue an appendage to our government and follow it
implicitly through every change that can happen to it? Wretched condition, indeed, of
millions of freemen as good as ourselves! Will you say that we now govern equitably,
and that there is no danger of such revolution? Would to God that this were true! But you
will not always say the same. Who shall judge whether we govern equitably or not? Can
you give the Colonies any security that such a period will never come? No. The period,
countrymen, is already come! The calamities were at our door. The rod of oppression was
raised over us. We were roused from our slumbers, and may we never sink into repose
until we can convey a clear and undisputed inheritance to our posterity! This day we are
called upon to give a glorious example of what the wisest and best of men were rejoiced
to view only in speculation. This day presents the world with the most august spectacle
that its annals ever unfolded—millions of freemen, deliberately and voluntarily forming
themselves into a society for their common defense and common happiness. Immortal
spirits of Hampden, Locke, and Sidney, will it not add to your benevolent joys to behold
your posterity rising to the dignity of men, and evincing to the world the reality and
expediency of your systems, and in the actual enjoyment of that equal liberty, which you
were happy when on earth in delineating and recommending to mankind?

  18

  Other nations have received their laws from conquerors; some are indebted for a
constitution to the suffering of their ancestors through revolving centuries. The people of
this country, alone, have formally and deliberately chosen a government for themselves,
and with open and uninfluenced consent bound themselves into a social compact. Here
no man proclaims his birth or wealth as a title to honorable distinction, or to sanctify
ignorance and vice with the name of hereditary authority. He who has most zeal and
ability to promote public felicity, let him be the servant of the public. This is the only line
of distinction drawn by nature. Leave the bird of night to the obscurity for which nature
intended him, and expect only from the eagle to brush the clouds with his wings and look
boldly in the face of the sun.

  19

  If there is any man so base or so weak as to prefer a dependence on Great Britain to the
dignity and happiness of living a member of a free and independent nation, let me tell
him that necessity now demands what the generous principle of patriotism should have
dictated.

  20

  We have no other alternative than independence, or the most ignominious and galling   21
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servitude. The legions of our enemies thicken on our plains; desolation and death mark
their bloody career, while the mangled corpses of our countrymen seem to cry out to us
as a voice from heaven.
  Our Union is now complete; our Constitution composed, established, and approved.
You are now the guardians of your own liberties: We may justly address you as the
decemviri did the Romans, and say: “Nothing that we propose can pass into a law
without your consent. Be yourselves, O Americans, the authors of those laws on which
your happiness depends.”

  22

  You have now in the field armies sufficient to repel the whole force of your enemies and
their base and mercenary auxiliaries. The hearts of your soldiers beat high with the spirit
of freedom; they are animated with the justice of their cause, and while they grasp their
swords can look up to Heaven for assistance. Your adversaries are composed of wretches
who laugh at the rights of humanity, who turn religion into derision, and would, for
higher wages, direct their swords against their leaders or their country. Go on, then, in
your generous enterprise with gratitude to Heaven for past success, and confidence of it
in the future. For my own part I ask no greater blessing than to share with you the
common danger and common glory. If I have a wish dearer to my soul than that my ashes
may be mingled with those of a Warren and Montgomery, it is that these American States
may never cease to be free and independent.

  23

Note 1. From a speech delivered at the State House in Philadelphia, “to a very numerous
audience,” on August 1, 1776. Abridged. [back]
Note 2. Napoleon afterward used this phrase and has often been credited with its
authorship. [back]
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THIS 1 uncounted multitude before me and around me proves the feeling which the
occasion has excited. These thousands of human faces, glowing with sympathy and joy,
and from the impulses of a common gratitude turned reverently to heaven in this
spacious temple of the firmament, proclaim that the day, the place, and the purpose of our
assembling have made a deep impression on our hearts.

  1

  If, indeed, there be anything in local association fit to affect the mind of man, we need
not strive to repress the emotions which agitate us here. We are among the sepulchers of
our fathers. We are on ground distinguished by their valor, their constancy, and the
shedding of their blood. We are here, not to fix an uncertain date in our annals, nor to
draw into notice an obscure and unknown spot. If our humble purpose had never been
conceived, if we ourselves had never been born, the 17th of June, 1775, would have been
a day on which all subsequent history would have poured its light, and the eminence
where we stand a point of attraction to the eyes of successive generations.

  2

  The Society whose organ I am was formed for the purpose of rearing some honorable
and durable monument to the memory of the early friends of American Independence.
They have thought that for this object no time could be more propitious than the present
prosperous and peaceful period; that no place could claim preference over this
memorable spot; and that no day could be more auspicious to the undertaking than the
anniversary of the battle which was here fought. The foundation of that monument we
have now laid. With solemnities suited to the occasion, with prayers to Almighty God for
His blessing, and in the midst of this cloud of witnesses, we have begun the work. We
trust it will be prosecuted, and that, springing from a broad foundation, rising high in
massive solidity and unadorned grandeur, it may remain as long as heaven permits the

  3
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works of man to last, a fit emblem, both of the events in memory of which it is raised,
and of the gratitude of those who have reared it.
  We know, indeed, that the record of illustrious actions is most safely deposited in the
universal remembrance of mankind. We know, that if we could cause this structure to
ascend, not only till it reached the skies, but till it pierced them, its broad surfaces could
still contain but part of that which, in an age of knowledge, hath already been spread over
the earth, and which history charges itself with making known to all future times. We
know that no inscription on entablatures less broad than the earth itself can carry
information of the events we commemorate where it has not already gone; and that no
structure, which shall not outlive the duration of letters and knowledge among men, can
prolong the memorial. But our object is, by this edifice, to show our own deep sense of
the value and importance of the achievements of our ancestors; and by presenting this
work of gratitude to the eye, to keep alive similar sentiments, and to foster a constant
regard for the principles of the Revolution. Human beings are composed not of reason
only, but of imagination also, and sentiment; and that is neither wasted nor misapplied
which is appropriated to the purpose of giving right direction to sentiments, and opening
proper springs of feeling in the heart.

  4

  We wish that, in those days of disaster, which, as they come upon all nations, must be
expected to come upon us also, desponding patriotism may turn its eyes hitherward, and
be assured that the foundations of our national power are still strong. We wish that this
column, rising toward heaven among the pointed spires of so many temples dedicated to
God, may contribute also to produce, in all minds, a pious feeling of dependence and
gratitude. We wish, finally, that the last object to the sight of him who leaves his native
shore, and the first to gladden him who revisits it, may be something which shall remind
him of the liberty and the glory of his country. Let it rise! let it rise, till it meet the sun in
his coming; let the earliest light of the morning gild it, and parting day linger and play on
its summit.

  5

  We still have among us some of those who were active agents in the scenes of 1775, and
who are now here, from every quarter of New England, to visit once more, and under
circumstances so affecting—I had almost said so overwhelming—this renowned theater
of their courage and patriotism.

  6

  VENERABLE MEN! you have come down to us from a former generation. 2 Heaven has
bounteously lengthened out your lives, that you might behold this joyous day. You are
now where you stood fifty years ago, this very hour, with your brothers and your
neighbors, shoulder to shoulder, in the strife for your country. Behold, how altered! The
same heavens are indeed over your heads; the same ocean rolls at your feet; but all else,
how changed! You hear now no roar of hostile cannon; you see no mixed volumes of
smoke and flame rising from burning Charlestown. The ground strewed with the dead
and the dying; the impetuous charge; the steady and successful repulse; the loud call to
repeated assault; the summoning of all that is manly to repeated resistance; a thousand
bosoms freely and fearlessly bared in an instant to whatever of terror there may be in war
and death—all these you have witnessed, but you witness them no more.

  7

  All is peace. The heights of yonder metropolis, its towers and roofs, which you then saw
filled with wives and children and countrymen in distress and terror, and looking with
unutterable emotions for the issue of the combat, have presented you to-day with the
sight of its whole, happy population, come out to welcome and greet you with a universal
jubilee. Yonder proud ships, by a felicity of position appropriately lying at the foot of this
mount, and seeming fondly to cling around it, are not means of annoyance to you, but
your country’s own means of distinction and defense. All is peace; and God has granted
you this sight of your country’s happiness, ere you slumber in the grave. He has allowed
you to behold and to partake the reward of your patriotic toils; and he has allowed us,
your sons and countrymen, to meet you here, and in the name of the present generation,
in the name of your country, in the name of liberty, to thank you!

  8

  But, alas! you are not all here! Time and the sword have thinned your ranks. Prescott,
Putnam, Stark, Brooks, Reed, Pomeroy, Bridge!—our eyes seek for you in vain amid this

  9
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broken band. You are gathered to your fathers, and live only to your country in her
grateful remembrance and your own bright example. But let us not too much grieve that
you have met the common fate of men. You lived at least long enough to know that your
work had been nobly and successfully accomplished. You lived to see your country’s
independence established, and to sheathe your swords from war. On the light of Liberty
you saw arise the light of Peace, like
        “Another morn,

Risen on mid-noon”; 3
and the sky on which you closed your eyes was cloudless.
  But, ah! Him! 4 the first great martyr in this great cause! Him! the premature victim of
his own self-devoting heart! Him! the head of our civil councils, and the destined leader
of our military bands, whom nothing brought hither but the unquenchable fire of his own
spirit! Him! cut off by Providence in the hour of overwhelming anxiety and thick gloom;
falling ere he saw the star of his country rise; pouring out his generous blood like water,
before he knew whether it would fertilize a land of freedom or of bondage!—how shall I
struggle with the emotions that stifle the utterance of thy name? Our poor work may
perish; but thine shall endure! This monument may molder away; the solid ground it rests
upon may sink down to a level with the sea; but thy memory shall not fail! Wheresoever
among men a heart shall be found that beats to the transports of patriotism and liberty, its
aspirations shall be to claim kindred with thy spirit.

  10

  But the scene amid which we stand does not permit us to confine our thoughts or our
sympathies to those fearless spirits who hazarded or lost their lives on this consecrated
spot. We have the happiness to rejoice here in the presence of a most worthy
representation of the survivors of the whole Revolutionary army.

  11

  VETERANS! you are the remnant of many a well-fought field. You bring with you marks
of honor from Trenton and Monmouth, from Yorktown, Camden, Bennington, and
Saratoga. VETERANS OF HALF A CENTURY! when in your youthful days you put
everything at hazard in your country’s cause, good as that cause was, and sanguine as
youth is, still your fondest hopes did not stretch onward to an hour like this! At a period
to which you could not reasonably have expected to arrive, at a moment of national
prosperity such as you could never have foreseen, you are now met here to enjoy the
fellowship of old soldiers, and to receive the overflowings of a universal gratitude.

  12

  But your agitated countenances and your heaving breasts inform me that even this is not
an unmixed joy. I perceive that a tumult of contending feelings rushes upon you. The
images of the dead, as well as the persons of the living, present themselves before you.
The scene overwhelms you, and I turn from it. May the Father of all mercies smile upon
your declining years and bless, them! And when you shall here have exchanged your
embraces, when you shall once more have pressed the hands which have been so often
extended to give succor in adversity, or grasped in the exultation of victory, then look
abroad upon this lovely land which your young valor defended, and mark the happiness
with which it is filled; yea, look abroad upon the whole earth, and see what a name you
have contributed to give to your country, and what a praise you have added to freedom,
and then rejoice in the sympathy and gratitude which beam upon your last days from the
improved condition of mankind!

  13

  Information of these events, circulating throughout the world, at length reached the ears
of one who now hears me. 5 He has not forgotten the emotion which the fame of Bunker
Hill, and the name of Warren, excited in his youthful breast.

  14

  Sir, we are assembled to commemorate the establishment of great public principles of
liberty and to do honor to the distinguished dead. The occasion is too severe for eulogy
of the living. But, sir, your interesting relation to this country, the peculiar circumstances
which surround you and surround us, call on me to express the happiness which we
derive from your presence and aid in this solemn commemoration.

  15

  Fortunate, fortunate man! with what measure of devotion will you not thank God for the
circumstances of your extraordinary life! You are connected with both hemispheres and

  16
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with two generations. Heaven saw fit to ordain that the electric spark of liberty should be
conducted, through you, from the New World to the Old; and we, who are now here to
perform this duty of patriotism, have all of us long ago received it in charge from our
fathers to cherish your name and your virtues. You will account it an instance of your
good fortune, sir, that you crossed the seas to visit us at a time which enables you to be
present at this solemnity. You now behold the field, the renown of which reached you in
the heart of France, and caused a thrill in your ardent bosom. You see the lines of the
little redoubt thrown up by the incredible diligence of Prescott; defended, to the last
extremity, by his lion-hearted valor, and within which the corner-stone of our monument
has now taken its position. You see where Warren fell, and where Parker, Gardner,
McClary, Moore, and other early patriots fell with him. Those who survived that day, and
whose lives have been prolonged to the present hour, are now around you. Some of them
you have known in the trying scenes of the war. Behold! they now stretch forth their
feeble arms to embrace you. Behold! they raise their trembling voices to invoke the
blessing of God on you and yours for ever.
  Sir, you have assisted us in laying the foundation of this structure. You have heard us
rehearse, with our feeble commendation, the names of departed patriots. Monuments and
eulogy belong to the dead. We give them this day to Warren and his associates. On other
occasions they have been given to your more immediate companions in arms, to
Washington, to Greene, to Gates, to Sullivan, and to Lincoln. We have become reluctant
to grant these, our highest and last honors, further. We would gladly hold them yet back
from the little remnant of that immortal band. “Serus in cœlum redeas.” Illustrious as are
your merits, yet far, oh, very far distant be the day, when any inscription shall bear your
name, or any tongue pronounce its eulogy!

  17

  It is owing, perhaps, to this truth, that the interesting struggle of the Greeks has been
suffered to go on so long, without a direct interference, either to wrest that country from
its present masters, or to execute the system of pacification by force, and, with united
strength, lay the neck of Christian and civilized Greek at the foot of the barbarian Turk.
Let us thank God that we live in an age when something has influence besides the
bayonet, and when the sternest authority does not venture to encounter the scorching
power of public reproach. Any attempt of the kind I have mentioned should be met by
one universal burst of indignation; the air of the civilized world ought to be made too
warm to be comfortably breathed by any one who would hazard it.

  18

  It is, indeed, a touching reflection that, while in the fulness of our country’s happiness
we rear this monument to her honor, we look for instruction in our undertaking to a
country which is now in fearful contest, not for works of art or memorials of glory, but
for her own existence. 6 Let her be assured that she is not forgotten in the world; that her
efforts are applauded, and that constant prayers ascend for her success. And let us cherish
a confident hope for her final triumph. If the true spark of religious and civil liberty be
kindled, it will burn. Human agency can not extinguish it. Like the earth’s central fire, it
may be smothered for a time; the ocean may overwhelm it; mountains may press it down;
but its inherent and unconquerable force will heave both the ocean and the land, and at
some time or other, in some place or other, the volcano will break out and flame up to
heaven.

  19

  And now, let us indulge an honest exultation in the conviction of the benefit which the
example of our country has produced, and is likely to produce, on human freedom and
human happiness. Let us endeavor to comprehend in all its magnitude, and to feel in all
its importance, the part assigned to us in the great drama of human affairs. We are placed
at the head of the system of representative and popular governments. Thus far our
example shows that such governments are compatible, not only with respectability and
power, but with repose, with peace, with security of personal rights, with good laws, and
a just administration.

  20

  We are not propagandists. Wherever other systems are preferred, either as being thought
better in themselves, or as better suited to existing conditions, we leave the preference to
be enjoyed. Our history hitherto proves, however, that the popular form is practicable,

  21
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and that with wisdom and knowledge men may govern themselves; and the duty
incumbent on us is to preserve the consistency of this cheering example, and take care
that nothing may weaken its authority with the world. If, in our case, the representative
system ultimately fail, popular governments must be pronounced impossible. No
combination of circumstances more favorable to the experiment can ever be expected to
occur. The last hopes of mankind, therefore, rest with us; and if it should be proclaimed
that our example had become an argument against the experiment, the knell of popular
liberty would be sounded throughout the earth.
  These are excitements to duty; but they are not suggestions of doubt. Our history and
our condition, all that is gone before us, and all that surrounds us, authorize the belief,
that popular governments, tho subject to occasional variations, in form perhaps not
always for the better, may yet, in their general character, be as durable and permanent as
other systems. We know, indeed, that in our country any other is impossible. The
principle of free government adheres to the American soil. It is bedded in it, immovable
as its mountains.

  22

  And let the sacred obligations which have devolved on this generation, and on us, sink
deep into our hearts. Those who established our liberty and our government are daily
dropping from among us. The great trust now descends to new hands. Let us apply
ourselves to that which is presented to us, as our appropriate object. We can win no
laurels in a war for independence. Earlier and worthier hands have gathered them all. Nor
are there places for us by the side of Solon, and Alfred, and other founders of states. Our
fathers have filled them. But there remains to us a great duty of defense and preservation;
and there is opened to us, also, a noble pursuit, to which the spirit of the times strongly
invites us. Our proper business is improvement. Let our age be the age of improvement.
In a day of peace, let us advance the arts of peace and the works of peace. Let us develop
the resources of our land, call forth its powers, build up its institutions, promote all its
great interests, and see whether we also, in our day and generation, may not perform
something worthy to be remembered. Let us cultivate a true spirit of union and harmony.
In pursuing the great objects which our condition points out to us, let us act under a
settled conviction, and an habitual feeling, that these twenty-four States are one country.
Let our conceptions be enlarged to the circle of our duties. Let us extend our ideas over
the whole of the vast field in which we are called to act. Let our object be, OUR COUNTRY,
OUR WHOLE COUNTRY, AND NOTHING BUT OUR COUNTRY. And, by the blessing of God,
may that country itself become a vast and splendid monument, not of oppression and
terror, but of wisdom, of peace, and of liberty, upon which the world may gaze with
admiration for ever!

  23

 
Note 1. Delivered at the laying of the corner-stone of the monument on June 17, 1825.
Abridged. [back]
Note 2. Some forty survivors of the Battle of Bunker Hill were present to hear this
address. [back]
Note 3. These words are from the first book of Milton’s “Paradise Lost,” and occur in the
remark made by Adam to Eve on discovering the approach of “The angelic Virtue,” as
follows:
        “Haste hither, Eve, and, worth thy sight, behold

Eastward among these trees what glorious Shape
Comes this way moving: Seems another morn
Risen on mid-noon.”

 [back]
Note 4. Major-General Joseph Warren. [back]
Note 5. Lafayette, who sat among the Revolutionary officers, facing Webster as he
spoke. [back]
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Note 6. Greece. [back]
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Full Transcript: President Trump’s July 4, 2020
Speech at Mount Rushmore

Donald Trump at Mount Rushmore

Full text of President Donald Trump’s speech at the July 4 , 2020
Mount Rushmore event. This event occurred on July 3, 2020.
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TRANSCRIPT:

Donald Trump – President of the United States of America

Well, thank you very much. Governor Noem, Secretary Bernhardt,
we very much appreciate it. Members of Congress, distinguished
guests, and a very special hello to South Dakota.

As we begin this 4th of July weekend, the First Lady and I would
wish each and every one of you a very, very Happy Independence
Day. Thank you.

Let us show our appreciation to the South Dakota Army and Air
National Guard and the Air Force for inspiring us with that
magnificent display of American air power, and of course, our
gratitude as always to the legendary and very talented Blue Angels.
Thank you very much.

Let us also send our deepest thanks to our wonderful veterans, law
enforcement, first responders, and the doctors, nurses, and
scientists working tirelessly to kill the virus. They are working hard. I
want to thank them very, very much.

We’re grateful as well to your state’s congressional delegation,
Senator John Thune. John, thank you very much. Senator Mike
Rounds. Thank you, Mike. And Dusty Johnson, Congressman. Hi,
Dusty. Thank you.

And all others with us tonight from Congress, thank you very much
for coming. We appreciate it.

There could be no better place to celebrate America’s independence
than beneath this magnificent, incredible majestic mountain
monument to the greatest Americans who have ever lived.

Today we pay tribute to the exceptional lives and extraordinary
legacies of George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln,
and Teddy Roosevelt.
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I am here as your president to proclaim before the country and
before the world, this monument will never be desecrated. These
heroes will never be defamed. Their legacy will never ever be
destroyed. Their achievements will never be forgotten, and Mount
Rushmore will stand forever as an eternal tribute to our forefathers
and to our freedom.

We gather tonight to herald the most important day in the
history of nations, July 4th, 1776. At those words, every
American heart should swell with pride, every American family
should cheer with delight, and every American patriot should be
filled with joy. Because each of you lives in the most magnificent
country in the history of the world and it will soon be greater than
ever before.

Our founders launched not only a revolution in government, but a
revolution in the pursuit of justice, equality, liberty, and prosperity.
No nation has done more to advance the human condition than the
United States of America. And no people have done more to promote
human progress than the citizens of our great nation.

It was all made possible by the courage of 56 patriots who gathered
in Philadelphia 244 years ago and signed the Declaration of
Independence. They enshrined a divine truth that changed the
world forever when they said, “All men are created equal.” These
immortal words set in motion the unstoppable march of freedom.

Our founders boldly declared that we are all endowed with the same
divine rights, given us by our Creator in Heaven, and that which God
has given us, we will allow no one ever to take away ever.

1776 represented the culmination of thousands of years of Western
civilization and the triumph of not only spirit, but of wisdom,
philosophy, and reason. And yet, as we meet here tonight, there is a
growing danger that threatens every blessing our ancestors fought
so hard for, struggled, they bled to secure.

Our nation is witnessing a merciless campaign to wipe out our
history, defame our heroes, erase our values, and indoctrinate our
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children.

Angry mobs are trying to tear down statues of our founders, deface
our most sacred memorials, and unleash a wave of violent crime in
our cities. Many of these people have no idea why they’re doing this,
but some know exactly what they are doing.

They think the American people are weak and soft and submissive.
But no, the American people are strong and proud and they will not
allow our country and all of its values, history, and culture to be
taken from them.

One of their political weapons is cancel culture, driving people from
their jobs, shaming dissenters, and demanding total submission from
anyone who disagrees. This is the very definition of totalitarianism,
and it is completely alien to our culture and to our values and it has
absolutely no place in the United States of America.

This attack on our liberty, our magnificent liberty must be stopped
and it will be stopped very quickly. We will expose this dangerous
movement, protect our nation’s children, end this radical assault,
and preserve our beloved American way of life.

In our schools, our newsrooms, even our corporate boardrooms,
there is a new far-left fascism that demands absolute allegiance. If
you do not speak its language, perform its rituals, recite its mantras,
and follow its commandments, then you will be censored, banished,
blacklisted, persecuted, and punished. It’s not going to happen to
us.

Make no mistake. This left-wing cultural revolution is designed to
overthrow the American Revolution. In so doing they would destroy
the very civilization that rescued billions from poverty, disease,
violence, and hunger, and that lifted humanity to new heights of
achievement, discovery, and progress.

To make this possible, they are determined to tear down every
statue, symbol, and memory of our national heritage.

[Not on my watch.]
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True. That’s very true actually. That is why I am deploying federal
law enforcement to protect our monuments, arrest the rioters, and
prosecute offenders to the fullest extent of the law.

[Four more years! Four more years! Four more years!]

Thank you.

I am pleased to report that yesterday, federal agents arrested the
suspected ringleader of the attack on the statue of the great Andrew
Jackson in Washington, D.C., and in addition, hundreds more have
been arrested.

Under the executive order I signed last week pertaining to the
Veterans Memorial Preservation Memorial and Recognition Act and
other laws, people who damage or deface federal statues or
monuments will get a minimum of 10 years in prison and obviously
that includes our beautiful Mount Rushmore.

Our people have a great memory. They will never forget the
destruction of statues and monuments to George Washington,
Abraham Lincoln, Ulysses S. Grant, abolitionists and many others.
The violent mayhem we have seen in the streets and cities that are
run by liberal Democrats in every case is the predictable result of
years of extreme indoctrination and bias in education, journalism,
and other cultural institutions.

Against every law of society and nature, our children are taught in
school to hate their own country and to believe that the men and
women who built it were not heroes but that were villains.

The radical view of American history is a web of lies, all perspective
is removed, every virtue is obscured, every motive is twisted, every
fact is distorted and every flaw is magnified until the history is
purged and the record is disfigured beyond all recognition.
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This movement is openly attacking the legacies of every person on
Mount Rushmore. They defiled the memory of Washington,
Jefferson, Lincoln and Roosevelt. Today we will set history and
history’s record straight.

Before these figures were immortalized in stone, they were American
giants in full flesh and blood, gallant men, whose intrepid deeds
unleashed the greatest leap of human advancement the world has
ever known.

Tonight I will tell you and most importantly the youth of our nation
the true stories of these great, great men.

From head to toe, George Washington represented the strength,
grace, and dignity of the American people. From a small volunteer
force of citizen farmers, he created the Continental Army out of
nothing and rallied them to stand against the most powerful military
on earth.

Through eight long years, through the brutal winter at Valley Forge,
through setback after setback on the field of battle, he led those
patriots to ultimate triumph. When the army had dwindled to a few
thousand men at Christmas of 1776, when defeat seemed absolutely
certain, he took what remained of his forces on a daring nighttime
crossing of the Delaware River.

They marched through nine miles of frigid darkness, many without
boots on their feet, leaving a trail of blood in the snow. In the
morning, they seized victory at Trenton after forcing the surrender of
the most powerful empire on the planet at Yorktown, General
Washington did not claim power but simply returned to Mount
Vernon as a private citizen.

When called upon again, he presided over the Constitutional
Convention in Philadelphia and was unanimously elected our first
president.

When he stepped down after two terms, his former adversary, King
George called him the greatest man of the age. He remains first in
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our hearts to this day, for as long as Americans love this land, we
will honor and cherish the father of our country, George Washington.

He will never be removed, abolished, and most of all, he will never
be forgotten.

Thomas Jefferson, the great Thomas Jefferson, was 33 years old
when he traveled north to Pennsylvania and brilliantly authored one
of the greatest treasures of human history, the Declaration of
Independence. He also drafted Virginia’s constitution and
conceived and wrote the Virginia Statute for Religious Freedom, a
model for our cherished First Amendment.

After serving as the first Secretary of State, and then Vice President,
he was elected to the presidency. He ordered American warriors to
crush Barbary pirates. He doubled the size of our nation with the
Louisiana Purchase and he sent the famous explorers Lewis and
Clark into the west on a daring expedition to the Pacific Ocean.

He was an architect, an inventor, a diplomat, a scholar, the founder
of one of the world’s great universities and an ardent defender of
liberty. Americans will forever admire the author of American
freedom, Thomas Jefferson, and he too will never, ever be
abandoned by us.

Abraham Lincoln, the savior of our union, was a self-taught
country lawyer who grew up in a log cabin on the American frontier.
The first Republican president, he rose to high office from obscurity
based on a force and clarity of his anti-slavery convictions. Very,
very strong convictions.

He signed the law that built the Trans-Continental Railroad. He
signed the Homestead Act given to some incredible scholars as
simply defined ordinary citizens free land to settle anywhere in the
American West, and he led the country through the darkest hours of
American history, giving every ounce of strength that he had to
ensure that government of the people, by the people and for the
people did not perish from this earth.
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He served as commander in chief of the U.S. Armed Forces during
our bloodiest war, the struggle that saved our union and
extinguished the evil of slavery. Over 600,000 died in that war, more
than 20,000 were killed or wounded in a single day in Antietam.

At Gettysburg 157 years ago, the Union bravely withstood an assault
of nearly 15,000 men and threw back Pickett’s Charge. Lincoln won
the Civil War. He issued the Emancipation Proclamation. He led
the passage of the 13th Amendment, abolishing slavery for all-time
and ultimately his determination to preserve our nation and our
union cost him his life.

For as long as we live, Americans will uphold and revere the
immortal memory of President Abraham Lincoln.

Theodore Roosevelt exemplified the unbridled confidence of our
national culture and identity. He saw the towering grandeur of
America’s mission in the world and he pursued it with overwhelming
energy and zeal.

As a Lieutenant Colonel during the Spanish-American War, he led the
famous Rough Riders to defeat the enemy at San Juan Hill. He
cleaned up corruption as police commissioner of New York City,
then served as the Governor of New York, Vice President, and at 42
years old, became the youngest ever President of the United States.

He sent our great new naval fleet around the globe to announce
America’s arrival as a world power. He gave us many of our national
parks, including the Grand Canyon. He oversaw the construction of
the awe-inspiring Panama Canal and he is the only person ever
awarded both the Nobel Peace Prize and the Congressional Medal of
Honor.

He was American freedom personified in full. The American people
will never relinquish the bold, beautiful and untamed spirit of
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Theodore Roosevelt.

No movement that seeks to dismantle these treasured American
legacies can possibly have a love of America at its heart. Can’t
happen. No person who remains quiet at the destruction of this
resplendent heritage can possibly lead us to a better future.

The radical ideology attacking our country advances under the
banner of social justice, but in truth, it would demolish both justice
and society. It would transform justice into an instrument of division
and vengeance and it would turn our free and inclusive society into a
place of a repression, domination, and exclusion. They want to
silence us, but we will not be silenced.

Thank you. Thank you very much. Thank you very much.

We will state the truth in full without apology. We declare that the
United States of America is the most just and exceptional nation
ever to exist on earth.

We are proud of the fact that our country was founded on Judeo-
Christian principles and we understand that these values have
dramatically advanced the cause of peace and justice throughout the
world.

We know that the American family is the bedrock of American life.
We recognize the solemn right and moral duty of every nation to
secure its borders and we are building the wall.

We remember that governments exist to protect the safety and
happiness of their own people. A nation must care for its own
citizens first. We must take care of America first. It’s time. We
believe in equal opportunity, equal justice, and equal treatment for
citizens of every race, background, religion and creed.

Every child of every color, born and unborn, is made in the holy
image of God.
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We want free and open debate, not speech codes and cancel culture.
We embrace tolerance, not prejudice. We support the courageous
men and women of law enforcement. We will never abolish our police
or our great Second Amendment which gives us the right to keep
and bear arms.

We believe that our children should be taught to love their country,
honor their history, and respect our great American flag.

We stand tall, we stand proud, and we only kneel to Almighty God.
This is who we are. This is what we believe and these are the values
that will guide us as we strive to build an even better and greater
future.

Those who seek to erase our heritage want Americans to forget our
pride and our great dignity so that we can no longer understand
ourselves or America’s destiny. In toppling the heroes of 1776, they
seek to dissolve the bonds of love and loyalty that we feel for our
country and that we feel for each other. Their goal is not a better
America, their goal is to end America.

In its place, they want power for themselves, but just as patriots did
in centuries past, the American people will stand in their way and we
will win and win quickly and with great dignity. We will never let
them rip America’s heroes from our monuments or from our hearts.

By tearing down Washington and Jefferson, these radicals would tear
down the very heritage for which men gave their lives to win the
Civil War. They would erase the memory that inspired those soldiers
to go to their deaths, singing these words of the Battle Hymn of the
Republic, “As he died to make men holy, let us die to make men
free, while God is marching on.”

They would tear down the principles that propelled the abolition of
slavery and ultimately around the world ending an evil institution
that had plagued humanity for thousands and thousands of years.

Our opponents would tear apart the very documents that Martin
Luther King used to express his dream and the ideas that were the
foundation of the righteous movement for Civil Rights. They would
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tear down the beliefs, culture and identity, that have made America
the most vibrant and tolerant society in the history of the earth.

My fellow Americans, it is time to speak up loudly and strongly and
powerfully and defend the integrity of our country.

It is time for our politicians to summon the bravery and
determination of our American ancestors. It is time.

It is time to plant our flag and to protect the greatest of this nation
for citizens of every race in every city in every part of this glorious
land.

For the sake of our honor, for the sake of our children, for the sake
of our union, we must protect and preserve our history, our heritage,
and our great heroes.

Here tonight before the eyes of our forefathers, Americans declare
again, as we did 244 years ago, that we will not be tyrannized, we
will not be demeaned, and we will not be intimidated by bad, evil
people. It will not happen.

We will proclaim the ideals of the Declaration of Independence and
we will never surrender the spirit and the courage and the cause of
July 4, 1776. Upon this ground, we will stand firm and unwavering.
In the face of lies meant to divide us, demoralize us and diminish us.

We will show that the story of America unites us, inspires us,
includes us all, and makes everyone free. We must demand that our
children are taught once again to see America as did Reverend
Martin Luther King when he said that the founders had signed a
promissory note to every future generation. Dr. King saw that the
mission of justice required us to fully embrace our founding ideals.
Those ideals are so important to us, the founding ideals.
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He called on his fellow citizens not to rip down their heritage, but to
live up to their heritage. Above all, our children from every
community must be taught that to be American is to inherit the spirit
of the most adventurous and confident people ever to walk the face
of the Earth.

Americans are the people who pursued our Manifest Destiny across
the ocean, into the uncharted wilderness, over the tallest mountains,
and then into the skies, and even into the stars.

We are the country of Andrew Jackson, Ulysses S. Grant, and
Frederick Douglas. We are the land of Wild Bill Hickock and Buffalo
Bill Cody.

We are the nation that gave rise to the Wright Brothers, the
Tuskegee airmen, Harriet Tubman, Clara Barton, Jesse Owens,
George Patton, General George Patton, the great Louis Armstrong,
Alan Shepard, Elvis Presley, and Muhammad Ali, and only America
could have produced them all. No other place.

We are the culture that put up the Hoover Dam, laid down the
highways, and sculpted the skyline of Manhattan. We are the people
who dreamed the spectacular dream, it was called Las Vegas in the
Nevada desert, who built up Miami from the Florida marsh, and who
carved our heroes into the face of Mount Rushmore.

Americans harnessed electricity, split the atom, and gave the world
the telephone and the internet. We settled the Wild West, won two
World Wars, landed American astronauts on the moon. And one day
very soon, we will plant our flag on Mars.

We gave the world the poetry of Walt Whitman, the stories of Mark
Twain, the songs of Irving Berlin, the voice of Ella Fitzgerald, the
style of Frank Sinatra, the comedy of Bob Hope, the power of the
Saturn V rocket, the toughness of the Ford F150, and the awesome
might of the American aircraft carriers.

Americans must never lose sight of this miraculous story. We should
never lose sight of it. Nobody has ever done it like we have done it.
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So today, under the authority vested in me as President of the
United States, I am announcing the creation of a new monument to
the giants of our past. I am signing an executive order to establish
the National Guard of American heroes, a vast outdoor park that will
feature the statues of the greatest Americans to ever live.

From this night, and from this magnificent place, let us go forward
united in our purpose and rededicated in our resolve. We will raise
the next generation of American patriots. We will write the next
thrilling chapter of the American adventure.

And we will teach our children to know that they live in a land of
legends, that nothing can stop them, and that no one can hold them
down. They will know that, in America, you can do anything, you can
be anything, and together, we can achieve anything.

Uplifted by the titans of Mount Rushmore, we will find unity that no
one expected. We will make strides that no one thought possible.
This country will be everything that our citizens have hoped for, for
so many years, and that our enemies fear, because we will never
forget that the American freedom exists for American greatness.

And that’s what we have, American greatness.

Centuries from now, our legacy will be the cities we built, the
champions we forged, the good that we did, and the monuments we
created to inspire us all.

My fellow citizens, America’s destiny is in our sights. America’s
heroes are embedded in our hearts. America’s future is in our hands.
And ladies and gentlemen, the best is yet to come.

This has been a great honor for the First Lady and myself to be with
you. I love your state. I love this country. I’d like to wish everybody
a very happy Fourth of July to all. God bless you. God bless your
families. God bless our great military, and God bless America. Thank
you very much. Thank you.



 

 



Oh I’m a Good Old Rebel 
 
“Oh, I’m a Good Ol' Rebel”, also called “The Good Old Rebel”, is a pro-Confederate folk song and rebel song commonly 
attributed to Major James Innes Randolph. It was initially created by Randolph in the 1860s following the defeat of the 
Confederate States of America, as a poem before evolving into an oral folk song and was only published in definitive written form 
in 1914. 
 
 
Oh, I'm a good old rebel 
Now thats just what I am 
And for this yankee nation 
I do no give a damn 
I'm glad I fought against her 
I only wish we'd won 
I ain't asked any pardon 
For anything I've done 
I hates the Yankee nation 
And everything they do 
I hates the declaration 
Of independence too 
I hates the glorious union 
'Tis dripping with our blood 
I hates the striped banner 
And fought it all I could 
I rode with Robert E. Lee 
For three years there about 
Got wounded in four places 
And I starved at Point Lookout 
I caught the rheumatism 
Campin' in the snow 
But I killed a chance of Yankees 
And I'd like to kill some more 
Three hundred thousand Yankees 
Is stiff in southern dust 
We got three hundred thousand 
Before they conquered us 
They died of southern fever 
And southern steel and shot 
I wish they was three million 
Instead of what we got 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I can't take up my musket 
And fight 'em down no more 
But I ain't a-goin' to love them 
Now that is certain sure 
And I don't want no pardon 
For what I was and am 
I won't be reconstructed 
And I do not give a damn 
Oh, I'm a good old rebel 
Now that's just what I am 
And for this Yankee nation 
I do no give a damn 
I'm glad I fought against her 
I only wish we'd won 
I ain't asked any pardon 
For anything I've done 
I ain't asked any pardon 
For anything I've done... 
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Stokely armichael, hat e ant,  New York Review of Books 1 66  
 
(…) WHITES WILL NOT SEE that I, for example, as a person oppressed because of my 
blackness, have common cause with other blacks who are oppressed because of blackness. This 
is not to say that there are no white people who see things as I do, but that it is black people I 
must speak to first. It must be the oppressed to whom SNCC addresses itself primarily, not to 
friends from the oppressing group.  
 
From birth, black people are told a set of lies about themselves. We are told that we are lazy-yet I 
drive through the Delta area of Mississippi and watch black people picking cotton in the hot sun 
for fourteen hours. We are told, If you work hard, you'll succeed —but if that were true, black 
people would own this country. We are oppressed because we are black-not because we are 
ignorant, not because we are lazy, not because we're stupid (and got good rhythm), but because 
we're black.  
 
I remember that when I was a boy, I used to go to see Tarzan movies on Saturday. White Tarzan 
used to beat up the black natives. I would sit there yelling, Kill the beasts, kill the savages, kill 
'em!  I was saying: Kill me. It was as if a Jewish boy watched Nazis taking Jews off to 
concentration camps and cheered them on. Today, I want the chief to beat hell out of Tarzan and 
send him back to Europe. But it takes time to become free of the lies and their shaming effect on 
black minds. It takes time to reject the most important lie: that black people inherently can't do to 
same things white people can do, unless white people help them.  
 
The need for psychological equality is the reason why SNCC today believes that blacks must 
organize in the black community. Only black people can convey the revolutionary idea that black 
people are able to do things themselves. Only they can help create in the community an aroused 
and continuing black consciousness that will provide the basis for political strength. In the past, 
white allies have furthered white supremacy without the whites involved realizing it-or wanting 
it, I think. Black people must do things for themselves; they must get poverty money they will 
control and spend themselves, they must conduct tutorial programs themselves so that black 
children can identify with black people. This is one reason Africa has such importance: The 
reality of black men ruling their own natives gives blacks elsewhere a sense of possibility, of 
power, which they do not now have (…) 
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The Combahee River Collective Statement
Combahee River Collective

We are a collective of Black feminists who have been meeting together since 1974. [1] During that time we have been involved in the
process of defining and clarifying our politics, while at the same time doing political work within our own group and in coalition with
other progressive organizations and movements. The most general statement of our politics at the present time would be that we are
actively committed to struggling against racial, sexual, heterosexual, and class oppression, and see as our particular task the development
of integrated analysis and practice based upon the fact that the major systems of oppression are interlocking. The synthesis of these
oppressions creates the conditions of our lives. As Black women we see Black feminism as the logical political movement to combat the
manifold and simultaneous oppressions that all women of color face.

We will discuss four major topics in the paper that follows: (1) the genesis of contemporary Black feminism; (2) what we believe, i.e., the
specific province of our politics; (3) the problems in organizing Black feminists, including a brief herstory of our collective; and (4) Black
feminist issues and practice.

1. The genesis of Contemporary Black Feminism

Before looking at the recent development of Black feminism we would like to affirm that we find our origins in the historical reality of
Afro-American women's continuous life-and-death struggle for survival and liberation. Black women's extremely negative relationship to
the American political system (a system of white male rule) has always been determined by our membership in two oppressed racial and
sexual castes. As Angela Davis points out in Reflections on the Black Woman's Role in the Community of Slaves,  Black women have
always embodied, if only in their physical manifestation, an adversary stance to white male rule and have actively resisted its inroads
upon them and their communities in both dramatic and subtle ways. There have always been Black women activists—some known, like
Sojourner Truth, Harriet Tubman, Frances E. W. Harper, Ida B. Wells Barnett, and Mary Church Terrell, and thousands upon thousands
unknown—who have had a shared awareness of how their sexual identity combined with their racial identity to make their whole life
situation and the focus of their political struggles unique. Contemporary Black feminism is the outgrowth of countless generations of
personal sacrifice, militancy, and work by our mothers and sisters.

A Black feminist presence has evolved most obviously in connection with the second wave of the American women's movement
beginning in the late 1960s. Black, other Third World, and working women have been involved in the feminist movement from its start,
but both outside reactionary forces and racism and elitism within the movement itself have served to obscure our participation. In 1973,
Black feminists, primarily located in New York, felt the necessity of forming a separate Black feminist group. This became the National
Black Feminist Organization (NBFO).

Black feminist politics also have an obvious connection to movements for Black liberation, particularly those of the 1960s and I970s.
Many of us were active in those movements (Civil Rights, Black nationalism, the Black Panthers), and all of our lives Were greatly
affected and changed by their ideologies, their goals, and the tactics used to achieve their goals. It was our experience and disillusionment
within these liberation movements, as well as experience on the periphery of the white male left, that led to the need to develop a politics
that was anti-racist, unlike those of white women, and anti-sexist, unlike those of Black and white men.

There is also undeniably a personal genesis for Black Feminism, that is, the political realization that comes from the seemingly personal
experiences of individual Black women's lives. Black feminists and many more Black women who do not define themselves as feminists
have all experienced sexual oppression as a constant factor in our day-to-day existence. As children we realized that we were different
from boys and that we were treated differently. For example, we were told in the same breath to be quiet both for the sake of being
ladylike  and to make us less objectionable in the eyes of white people. As we grew older we became aware of the threat of physical and

sexual abuse by men. However, we had no way of conceptualizing what was so apparent to us, what we knew was really happening.

Black feminists often talk about their feelings of craziness before becoming conscious of the concepts of sexual politics, patriarchal rule,
and most importantly, feminism, the political analysis and practice that we women use to struggle against our oppression. The fact that
racial politics and indeed racism are pervasive factors in our lives did not allow us, and still does not allow most Black women, to look
more deeply into our own experiences and, from that sharing and growing consciousness, to build a politics that will change our lives and
inevitably end our oppression. Our development must also be tied to the contemporary economic and political position of Black people.
The post World War II generation of Black youth was the first to be able to minimally partake of certain educational and employment
options, previously closed completely to Black people. Although our economic position is still at the very bottom of the American
capitalistic economy, a handful of us have been able to gain certain tools as a result of tokenism in education and employment which
potentially enable us to more effectively fight our oppression.

A combined anti-racist and anti-sexist position drew us together initially, and as we developed politically we addressed ourselves to
heterosexism and economic oppression under capItalism.

2. What W e Believe
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Above all else, Our politics initially sprang from the shared belief that Black women are inherently valuable, that our liberation is a
necessity not as an adjunct to somebody else's may because of our need as human persons for autonomy. This may seem so obvious as to
sound simplistic, but it is apparent that no other ostensibly progressive movement has ever consIdered our specific oppression as a
priority or worked seriously for the ending of that oppression. Merely naming the pejorative stereotypes attributed to Black women (e.g.
mammy, matriarch, Sapphire, whore, bulldagger), let alone cataloguing the cruel, often murderous, treatment we receive, Indicates how
little value has been placed upon our lives during four centuries of bondage in the Western hemisphere. We realize that the only people
who care enough about us to work consistently for our liberation are us. Our politics evolve from a healthy love for ourselves, our sisters
and our community which allows us to continue our struggle and work.

This focusing upon our own oppression is embodied in the concept of identity politics. We believe that the most profound and potentially
most radical politics come directly out of our own identity, as opposed to working to end somebody else's oppression. In the case of Black
women this is a particularly repugnant, dangerous, threatening, and therefore revolutionary concept because it is obvious from looking at
all the political movements that have preceded us that anyone is more worthy of liberation than ourselves. We reject pedestals,
queenhood, and walking ten paces behind. To be recognized as human, levelly human, is enough.

We believe that sexual politics under patriarchy is as pervasive in Black women's lives as are the politics of class and race. We also often
find it difficult to separate race from class from sex oppression because in our lives they are most often experienced simultaneously. We
know that there is such a thing as racial-sexual oppression which is neither solely racial nor solely sexual, e.g., the history of rape of
Black women by white men as a weapon of political repression.

Although we are feminists and Lesbians, we feel solidarity with progressive Black men and do not advocate the fractionalization that
white women who are separatists demand. Our situation as Black people necessitates that we have solidarity around the fact of race,
which white women of course do not need to have with white men, unless it is their negative solidarity as racial oppressors. We struggle
together with Black men against racism, while we also struggle with Black men about sexism.

We realize that the liberation of all oppressed peoples necessitates the destruction of the political-economic systems of capitalism and
imperialism as well as patriarchy. We are socialists because we believe that work must be organized for the collective benefit of those
who do the work and create the products, and not for the profit of the bosses. Material resources must be equally distributed among those
who create these resources. We are not convinced, however, that a socialist revolution that is not also a feminist and anti-racist revolution
will guarantee our liberation. We have arrived at the necessity for developing an understanding of class relationships that takes into
account the specific class position of Black women who are generally marginal in the labor force, while at this particular time some of us
are temporarily viewed as doubly desirable tokens at white-collar and professional levels. We need to articulate the real class situation of
persons who are not merely raceless, sexless workers, but for whom racial and sexual oppression are significant determinants in their
working/economic lives. Although we are in essential agreement with Marx's theory as it applied to the very specific economic
relationships he analyzed, we know that his analysis must be extended further in order for us to understand our specific economic
situation as Black women.

A political contribution which we feel we have already made is the expansion of the feminist principle that the personal is political. In our
consciousness-raising sessions, for example, we have in many ways gone beyond white women's revelations because we are dealing with
the implications of race and class as well as sex. Even our Black women's style of talking/testifying in Black language about what we
have experienced has a resonance that is both cultural and political. We have spent a great deal of energy delving into the cultural and
experiential nature of our oppression out of necessity because none of these matters has ever been looked at before. No one before has
ever examined the multilayered texture of Black women's lives. An example of this kind of revelation/conceptualization occurred at a
meeting as we discussed the ways in which our early intellectual interests had been attacked by our peers, particularly Black males. We
discovered that all of us, because we were smart  had also been considered ugly,  i.e., smart-ugly.  Smart-ugly  crystallized the way
in which most of us had been forced to develop our intellects at great cost to our social  lives. The sanctions In the Black and white
communities against Black women thinkers is comparatively much higher than for white women, particularly ones from the educated
middle and upper classes.

As we have already stated, we reject the stance of Lesbian separatism because it is not a viable political analysis or strategy for us. It
leaves out far too much and far too many people, particularly Black men, women, and children. We have a great deal of criticism and
loathing for what men have been socialized to be in this society: what they support, how they act, and how they oppress. But we do not
have the misguided notion that it is their maleness, per se—i.e., their biological maleness—that makes them what they are. As BIack
women we find any type of biological determinism a particularly dangerous and reactionary basis upon which to build a politic. We must
also question whether Lesbian separatism is an adequate and progressive political analysis and strategy, even for those who practice it,
since it so completely denies any but the sexual sources of women's oppression, negating the facts of class and race.

3. Pr oblems in Organizing Black Feminists

During our years together as a Black feminist collective we have experienced success and defeat, joy and pain, victory and failure. We
have found that it is very difficult to organize around Black feminist issues, difficult even to announce in certain contexts that we are
Black feminists. We have tried to think about the reasons for our difficulties, particularly since the white women's movement continues to
be strong and to grow in many directions. In this section we will discuss some of the general reasons for the organizing problems we face
and also talk specifically about the stages in organizing our own collective.
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The major source of difficulty in our political work is that we are not just trying to fight oppression on one front or even two, but instead
to address a whole range of oppressions. We do not have racial, sexual, heterosexual, or class privilege to rely upon, nor do we have even
the minimal access to resources and power that groups who possess anyone of these types of privilege have.

The psychological toll of being a Black woman and the difficulties this presents in reaching political consciousness and doing political
work can never be underestimated. There is a very low value placed upon Black women's psyches in this society, which is both racist and
sexist. As an early group member once said, We are all damaged people merely by virtue of being Black women.  We are dispossessed
psychologically and on every other level, and yet we feel the necessity to struggle to change the condition of all Black women. In A
Black Feminist's Search for Sisterhood,  Michele Wallace arrives at this conclusion:

We exists as women who are Black who are feminists, each stranded for the moment, working independently because there is
not yet an environment in this society remotely congenial to our struggle—because, being on the bottom, we would have to
do what no one else has done: we would have to fight the world. [2]

Wallace is pessimistic but realistic in her assessment of Black feminists' position, particularly in her allusion to the nearly classic isolation
most of us face. We might use our position at the bottom, however, to make a clear leap into revolutionary action. If Black women were
free, it would mean that everyone else would have to be free since our freedom would necessitate the destruction of all the systems of
oppression.

Feminism is, nevertheless, very threatening to the majority of Black people because it calls into question some of the most basic
assumptions about our existence, i.e., that sex should be a determinant of power relationships. Here is the way male and female roles were
defined in a Black nationalist pamphlet from the early 1970s:

We understand that it is and has been traditional that the man is the head of the house. He is the leader of the house/nation
because his knowledge of the world is broader, his awareness is greater, his understanding is fuller and his application of this
information is wiser... After all, it is only reasonable that the man be the head of the house because he is able to defend and
protect the development of his home... Women cannot do the same things as men—they are made by nature to function
differently. Equality of men and women is something that cannot happen even in the abstract world. Men are not equal to
other men, i.e. ability, experience or even understanding. The value of men and women can be seen as in the value of gold
and silver—they are not equal but both have great value. We must realize that men and women are a complement to each
other because there is no house/family without a man and his wife. Both are essential to the development of any life. [3]

The material conditions of most Black women would hardly lead them to upset both economic and sexual arrangements that seem to
represent some stability in their lives. Many Black women have a good understanding of both sexism and racism, but because of the
everyday constrictions of their lives, cannot risk struggling against them both.

The reaction of Black men to feminism has been notoriously negative. They are, of course, even more threatened than Black women by
the possibility that Black feminists might organize around our own needs. They realize that they might not only lose valuable and
hardworking allies in their struggles but that they might also be forced to change their habitually sexist ways of interacting with and
oppressing Black women. Accusations that Black feminism divides the Black struggle are powerful deterrents to the growth of an
autonomous Black women's movement.

Still, hundreds of women have been active at different times during the three-year existence of our group. And every Black woman who
came, came out of a strongly-felt need for some level of possibility that did not previously exist in her life.

When we first started meeting early in 1974 after the NBFO first eastern regional conference, we did not have a strategy for organizing,
or even a focus. We just wanted to see what we had. After a period of months of not meeting, we began to meet again late in the year and
started doing an intense variety of consciousness-raising. The overwhelming feeling that we had is that after years and years we had
finally found each other. Although we were not doing political work as a group, individuals continued their involvement in Lesbian
politics, sterilization abuse and abortion rights work, Third World Women's International Women's Day activities, and support activity for
the trials of Dr. Kenneth Edelin, Joan Little, and In z Garc a. During our first summer when membership had dropped off considerably,
those of us remaining devoted serious discussion to the possibility of opening a refuge for battered women in a Black community. (There
was no refuge in Boston at that time.) We also decided around that time to become an independent collective since we had serious
disagreements with NBFO's bourgeois-feminist stance and their lack of a clear politIcal focus.

We also were contacted at that time by socialist feminists, with whom we had worked on abortion rights activities, who wanted to
encourage us to attend the National Socialist Feminist Conference in Yellow Springs. One of our members did attend and despite the
narrowness of the ideology that was promoted at that particular conference, we became more aware of the need for us to understand our
own economic situation and to make our own economic analysis.

In the fall, when some members returned, we experienced several months of comparative inactivity and internal disagreements which
were first conceptualized as a Lesbian-straight split but which were also the result of class and political differences. During the summer
those of us who were still meeting had determined the need to do political work and to move beyond consciousness-raising and serving
exclusively as an emotional support group. At the beginning of 1976, when some of the women who had not wanted to do political work
and who also had voiced disagreements stopped attending of their own accord, we again looked for a focus. We decided at that time, with
the addition of new members, to become a study group. We had always shared our reading with each other, and some of us had written
papers on Black feminism for group discussion a few months before this decision was made. We began functioning as a study group and
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also began discussing the possibility of starting a Black feminist publication. We had a retreat in the late spring which provided a time for
both political discussion and working out interpersonal issues. Currently we are planning to gather together a collectIon of Black feminist
writing. We feel that it is absolutely essential to demonstrate the reality of our politics to other Black women and believe that we can do
this through writing and distributing our work. The fact that individual Black feminists are living in isolation all over the country, that our
own numbers are small, and that we have some skills in writing, printing, and publishing makes us want to carry out these kinds of
projects as a means of organizing Black feminists as we continue to do political work in coalition with other groups.

4. Black Feminist Issues and Pr ojects

During our time together we have identified and worked on many issues of particular relevance to Black women. The inclusiveness of our
politics makes us concerned with any situation that impinges upon the lives of women, Third World and working people. We are of course
particularly committed to working on those struggles in which race, sex, and class are simultaneous factors in oppression. We might, for
example, become involved in workplace organizing at a factory that employs Third World women or picket a hospital that is cutting back
on already inadequate heath care to a Third World community, or set up a rape crisis center in a Black neighborhood. Organizing around
welfare and daycare concerns might also be a focus. The work to be done and the countless issues that this work represents merely reflect
the pervasiveness of our oppression.

Issues and projects that collective members have actually worked on are sterilization abuse, abortion rights, battered women, rape and
health care. We have also done many workshops and educationals on Black feminism on college campuses, at women's conferences, and
most recently for high school women.

One issue that is of major concern to us and that we have begun to publicly address is racism in the white women's movement. As Black
feminists we are made constantly and painfully aware of how little effort white women have made to understand and combat their racism,
which requires among other things that they have a more than superficial comprehension of race, color, and Black history and culture.
Eliminating racism in the white women's movement is by definition work for white women to do, but we will continue to speak to and
demand accountability on this issue.

In the practice of our politics we do not believe that the end always justifies the means. Many reactionary and destructive acts have been
done in the name of achieving correct  political goals. As feminists we do not want to mess over people in the name of politics. We
believe in collective process and a nonhierarchical distribution of power within our own group and in our vision of a revolutionary
society. We are committed to a continual examination of our politics as they develop through criticism and self-criticism as an essential
aspect of our practice. In her introduction to Sisterhood is Powerful Robin Morgan writes:

I haven't the faintest notion what possible revolutionary role white heterosexual men could fulfill, since they are the very
embodiment of reactionary-vested-interest-power.

As Black feminists and Lesbians we know that we have a very definite revolutionary task to perform and we are ready for the lifetime of
work and struggle before us.

[1] This statement is dated April 1977.

[2] Wallace, Michele. A Black Feminist's Search for Sisterhood,  The Village Voice, 28 July 1975, pp. 6-7.

[3] Mumininas of Committee for Unified Newark, Mwanamke Mwananchi (The Nationalist Woman), Newark, N.J., 1971, pp. 4-5.
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Afterword 

I am often asked how I came to write this book. One answer is that my wife Roslyn urged me 
to write it, and continued to urge me at those times when, daunted by the magnitude of the 
project, I wanted to abandon it. Another is that the circumstances of my own life (which, as I 
now write, has spanned a fourth of the nation's history-a startling thought) demanded of me 
that I try to fashion a new kind of history. By that T mean a history different from what T 
had learned in college and in graduate school and from what I saw in the history texts given 
to students all over the country.  

   

When I set out to write the book, I had been teaching history and what is grandiosely called 
"political science" for twenty years. Half of that time I was involved in the civil rights 
movement in the South (mostly while teaching at Spelman College in Atlanta, Georgia). And 
then there were ten years of activity against the war in Vietnam. These experiences were 
hardly a recipe for neutrality in the teaching and writing of history.  

   

But my partisanship was undoubtedly shaped even earlier, by my upbringing in a family of 
working-class immigrants in New York, by my three years as a shipyard worker, and by my 
Air Force duty as a bombardier in the European theater (a strange word for that-"theater") 
in the second World War. That was all before I went to college under the GT Bill of Rights 
and began to study history.  

   

By the time T began teaching and writing, I had no illusions about "objectivity," if that 
meant avoiding a point of view. I knew that a historian (or a journalist, or anyone telling a 
story) was forced to choose, out of an infinite number of facts, what to present, what to omit. 
And that decision inevitably would reflect, whether consciously or not, the interests of the 
historian.  

   

There is a certain drumbeat of scolding one hears these days, about the need for students to 
learn facts. "Our young people are not being taught facts," said presidential candidate Robert 
Dole (and candidates are always so scrupulous about facts) to a gathering of American 
Legionnaires, I was reminded of the character in Dickens' Hard Times, the pedant 
Gradgrind, who admonished a younger teacher: "Teach nothing hut facts, facts, facts."  

   

But there is no such thing as a pure fact, innocent of interpretation. Behind every fact 
presented to the world-by a teacher, a writer, anyone-is a judgment. The judgment that has 
been made is that this fact is important, and that other facts, omitted, are not important.  

   



There were themes of profound importance to me which I found missing in the orthodox 
histories that dominated American culture. The consequence of those omissions has been not 
simply to give a distorted view of the past but, more important, to mislead us all about the 
present.  

   

For instance, there is the issue of class. It is pretended that, as in the Preamble to the 
Constitution, it is "we the people" who wrote that document, rather than fifty-five privileged 
white males whose class interest required a strong central government. That use of 
government for class purposes, to serve the needs of the wealthy and powerful, has continued 
throughout American history, down to the present day. It is disguised by language that 
suggests all of us-rich and poor and middle class- have a common interest.  

   

Thus, the state of the nation is described in universal terms. The novelist Kurt Vonnegut 
invented the term "granfalloon" to describe a great bubble that must be punctured to see the 
complexity inside. When the president declares happily that "our economy is sound," he will 
not acknowledge that it is not at all sound for 40 or 50 million people who are struggling to 
survive, although it may he moderately sound for many in the middle class, and extremely 
sound for the richest 1 percent of the nation who own 40 percent of the nation's wealth.  

   

Labels are given to periods in our history which reflect the well-being of one class and ignore 
the rest. When I was going through the files of Fiorello LaGuardia, who as a Congressman in 
the twenties represented East Harlem, I read the letters of desperate housewives, their 
husbands out of work, their children hungry, unable to pay their rent-all this in that period 
known as "the Jazz Age," the "Roaring Twenties."  

   

What we learn about the past does not give us absolute truth about the present, but it may 
cause us to look deeper than the glib statements made by political leaders and the "experts" 
quoted in the press.  

   

Class interest has always been obscured behind an all-encompassing veil called "the national 
interest." My own war experience, and the history of all those military interventions in which 
the United States was engaged, made me skeptical when I heard people in high political 
office invoke "the national interest" or "national security" to justify their policies. It was with 
such justifications that Truman initiated a "police action" in Korea that killed several million 
people, that Johnson and Nixon carried out a war in Indochina in which perhaps 3 million 
people died, that Reagan invaded Grenada, Bush attacked Panama and then Iraq, and 
Clinton bombed Iraq again and again.  

   



Is there a "national interest" when a few people decide on war, and huge numbers of others-
here and abroad-are killed or crippled as a result of such a decision? Should citizens not ask 
in whose interest are we doing what we are doing? Then why not, I came to think, tell the 
story of wars not through the eyes of the generals and diplomats but from the viewpoints of 
the GIs, of the parents who received the black-bordered telegrams, even of "the enemy."  

   

What struck me as I began to study history was how nationalist fervor-inculcated from 
childhood on by pledges of allegiance, national anthems, flags waving and rhetoric blowing-
permeated the educational systems of all countries, including our own. I wonder now how the 
foreign policies of the United States would look if we wiped out the national boundaries of 
the world, at least in our minds, and thought of all children everywhere as our own. Then we 
could never drop an atomic bomb on Hiroshima, or napalm on Vietnam, or wage war 
anywhere, because wars, especially in our time, are always wars against children, indeed our 
children.  

   

And then there is, much as we would want to erase it, the ineradicable issue of race. It did 
not occur to me, when I first began to immerse myself in history, how badly twisted was the 
teaching and writing of history by its submersion of nonwhite people. Yes, Indians were 
there, and then gone. Black people were visible when slaves, then free and invisible. It was a 
white man's history.  

   

From first grade to graduate school, I was given no inkling that the landing of Christopher 
Columbus in the New World initiated a genocide, in which the indigenous population of 
Hispaniola was annihilated. Or that this was just the first stage of what was presented as a 
benign expansion of the new nation (Louisiana "Purchase," Florida "Purchase," Mexican 
"Cession"), but which involved the violent expulsion of Indians, accompanied by unspeakable 
atrocities, from every square mile of the continent, until there was nothing to do with them 
but herd them into reservations.  

   

I was invited, sometime in 1998, to speak at a symposium in Boston's historic Faneuil Hall, 
on the Boston Massacre. I said I would be glad to do that, so long as I did not have to deal 
with the Boston Massacre. And so my talk was not about the killing of five colonists by 
British troops in 1770. I thought that had been given an inordinate amount of attention for 
over two hundred years, because it served a certain patriotic function. Instead, T wanted to 
talk about the many massacres of nonwhite people in our history, which would not reinforce 
patriotic pride but remind us of the long legacy of racism in our country, still smoldering and 
needing attention.  

   

Every American schoolchild learns about the Boston Massacre. But who learns about the 
massacre of 600 men, women, and children of the Pequot tribe in New England in 1637? Or 
the massacre-in the midst of the Civil War-of hundreds of Indian families at Sand Creek, 



Colorado, by U.S. soldiers? Or the military attack by 200 U.S. cavalrymen in 1870 which 
wiped out a sleeping camp of Piegan Indians in Montana?  

   

It was not until I joined the faculty of Spelman College, a college for black women in Atlanta, 
Georgia, that T began to read the African-American historians who never appeared on my 
reading lists in graduate school (W. E. B. Dn Bois, Rayford Logan, Lawrence Rcddick, Horace 
Mann Bond, John Hope Franklin). Nowhere in my history education had I learned about the 
massacres of black people that took place again and again, amid the silence of a national 
government pledged, by the Constitution, to protect equal rights for all.  

   

For instance, in Fast St. Louis in 1917 there occurred one of the many "race riots" that took 
place in what our white-oriented history books called the "Progressive Era." There, white 
workers, angered by the influx of black workers, killed perhaps 200 people, provoking an 
angry article by W. F,. B. Du Bois called "The Massacre of East St. Louis," and causing the 
performing artist Josephine Baker to say: "The very idea of America makes me shake and 
tremble and gives me nightmares."  

   

I wanted, in writing this book, to awaken a greater consciousness of class conflict, racial 
injustice, sexual inequality, and national arrogance. But even as I tried to make up for what 
I saw as serious omissions, I nevertheless neglected groups in American society that had 
always been missing from orthodox histories. I became aware of this, and embarrassed by it, 
when people wrote to me after reading A People's History, praising the book but pointing 
gently (sometimes not so gently) to its shortcomings.  

   

It was perhaps my stronger connection to the East Coast of the United States that caused me 
to ignore the large numbers of Latino and Latina people who lived in California and the 
Southwest, and their struggles for justice. Readers who want to learn more about that might 
look into these extraordinary books: De Colons Means All of Us by Elizabeth Martinet; 
Zapata's Disciple: Essays by Martin Espada; Aztlan and Viet Nam: Chicano and Chicana 
Experiences of the War, edited by George Mariscal.  

   

And I suppose, it was my own sexual orientation that accounted for my minimal treatment of 
the issue of gay and lesbian rights. I tried, when a new edition appeared in 1995, to make up 
for this. But readers will have to look further to get a more substantial account of the 
remarkable change in the national culture that took place when men and women who were 
"queer" (a pejorative term for some people; an honorable one for others) asserted their 
humanity boldly, courageously, to the larger society.  

   



As we pass from one century to another, one millennium to one another, we would like to 
think that history itself is transformed as dramatically as the calendar. However, it rushes 
on, as it always did, with two forces racing toward the future, one splendidly uniformed, the 
other ragged but inspired.  

   

There is the past and its continuing horrors: violence, war, prejudices against those who are 
different, outrageous monopolization of the good earth's wealth by a few, political power in 
the hands of liars and murderers, the building of prisons instead of schools, the poisoning of 
the press and the entire culture by money. It is easy to become discouraged observing this, 
especially since this is what the press and television insist that we look at, and nothing more.  

   

But there is also (though much of this is kept from us, to keep us intimidated and without 
hope) the bubbling of change under the surface of obedience: the growing revulsion against 
the endless wars (I think of the Russian women in the nineties, demanding their country end 
its military intervention in Chechnya, as did Americans during the Vietnam war); the 
insistence of women all over the world that they will no longer tolerate abuse and 
subordination-we see, for instance, the new international movement against female genital 
mutilation, and the militancy of welfare mothers against punitive laws. There is civil 
disobedience against the military machine, protest against police brutality directed 
especially at people of color.  

   

In the United States, we see the educational system, a burgeoning new literature, alternative 
radio stations, a wealth of documentary films outside the mainstream, even Hollywood itself 
and sometimes television-compelled to recognize the growing multiracial character of the 
nation. Yes, we have in this country, dominated by corporate wealth and military power and 
two antiquated political parties, what a fearful conservative characterized as "a permanent 
adversarial culture" challenging the present, demanding a new future.  

   

It is a race in which we can all choose to participate, or just to watch. But we should know 
that our choice will help determine the outcome.  

   

I think of the words of the poet Shelley, recited by women garment workers in New York to 
one another at the start of the twentieth century.  

   

Rise like lions after slumber In unvanquishable number! Shake your chains to earth, like 
dew Which in sleep had fallen on you- Ye are many; they are few!  
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